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Abstract: A formalism in the framework of global analysis and largely based on translational symmetry is used to relate in a one-to-one correspondence force densities of elasticity and constitutive laws. The customary setting of elasticity developed e.g. in [17] is
included in our approach. Moreover, a structural viscosity coefficient can be naturally introduced and a dynamical setting based on d'Alembert's principle yields a Navier-Stokes
type of equation.

1 Introd uction
The purpose of this review article is to show a formalism in the framework of global
analysis, which relates in a one-to-one correspondence two notions in the theory of
elasticity and hydrodynamics. This correspondence is given by a Neumann problem converting force densities into constitutive maps which in turn charaeterize
constitutive laws. This method is largely based on translational symmetry. As we
will see below the eustomary setting of elasticity developed e.g. in [17] is included
in our approach. Moreover, this formalism offers a natural way to introduce a
struetural viseosity eoefficient.
To deseribe in short what we mean by a constitutive law, we begin by looking
at a moving deformable bounded body in IRn. The material should eonstitute
a deformable medium. The medium forming the boundary may differ from the
one forming the inside of the body. We make the geometrie assumption that at
any time the body is diffeomorphic to a compaet, eonnected, oriented and smooth
manifold of fixed dimension with (oriented) boundary. The boundary needs not
to be connected. These assumptions allow us to think of a standard body M.
Consequentlya configuration is a smooth embedding from M into IRn. The COIlfiguration space is hence the eolleetion E(Af, IRn) of all smooth embeddings of ],,1
into IRn • This set equipped with vVhitney's COO-topology is a Freehet manifold
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(cf. [8]). A smooth motion of the body in IRn , therefore, isdescribed by a smooth
curve in E(l\1, IRn). (The calculus on Frechet manifolds adopted in the sequel is
the one presented in [8]' which in our setting coincides with the one developed in

[9].)
The physical qualities of the deforming medium enter certainly the work
F( J)( L) needed to deform (infinitesimaIly) the material at any configuration
n
J E E(1'vf, IRn) in any direction L. The directions are tangent vectors to E(lvf, IR )
and thus are nothing else but maps in COO(~\1,IRn) and vice versa.
In the following we take F, which is assumed to be a smooth one-form on
E(M, IRn), as the basic entity of our not ion of a constitutive law. In specifying
the not ion of a constitutive law somewhat further, we require that the constitutive
n
properties should not be affected by the particular location of the body in IR ,
n
hence F has to be invariant under the operation of the translation group IR of
the real vectorspace IRn. In addition to this we require that F(J)(L) = 0, for any
constant map L, and any J E E(1\tf, IRn), a condition which will be interpreted a
few lines below.
The forms F, which have these two properties, can be regarded as one-forms
on {dJIJ E E(.M, IRn)} , where dJ is the differential of J . This reduced configuration space is a Frechet manifold as weIl and is denoted by E(M, IRn)/IRn . It
can naturally be identified via the differential operator d with the space of all
those configurations, which have a fixed center of mass. A smooth one-form on
E(M, IRn)/IRn will be denoted by FIRn. It describes the work if the center of
mass is fixed. We thus deal with one-forms of the type F = d* FIRn. The space
E(M, IRn)/IRn admits a natural metric g of an L2-type, which is SO(n)-invariant
and closely related to the classical Dirichlet integral.
A one-form F being of this type is called a constitutive law, provided FIRn
admits an integral representation. It turns out that any constitutive law F is
determined by some smooth map H E COO(E(AI, IRn)/IRn, COO(M, IRn)), called a
constitutive map.
Hence in our setting we characterize the medium as far as the internal physic:al
properties are encodable in the function H. This constitutive function H determines at any dJ E E( M, IRn) /IR n two smooth force densities 4>(dJ) and c.p(d})
linked to H( dJ) by the following system of equations:

Ll(J)H(dJ)

=

4>(dJ) and

dH(dJ)(n)

=

c.p(dJ) .

Here Ll( J) is the Laplacian determined by the pull back under J of a fixed scalar
product on IRn and n is the positively oriented unit normal of GM in M. The
integrability condition necessary to solve this Neumann problem of which the force
densities are given and the function H is the unknown, is equivalent with the
requirement that

F(J)(z)

=0

This condition can be interpreted by saying that the resulting forces acting upon
the fixed center of mass vanish. The constitutive map H determines a stress tensor
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T given by
T( J)(X, Y)

:=< dH( J)X,

dJY >

VJ E E(NI,N).

X, Y vary among all smooth vector fields on .1vI . Vice versa any stress tensor yields
a constitutive map via the force densities mentioned above, if dirn NI = n.
Since F is also affected by the material forming the boundary, we treat in an
analogous way the boundary material and exhibit in analogy to H a characteristic
constitutive map ~ (which in turn determines its own force density along ßM")
which differs from dH( dJ)( n). This observation allows us to decode the influence
of the whole body on the physical quality of the boundary material. What we have
described so far is presented in the first six sections.
In Sect. 7 we show that H and ~ are structured in the sense that in both
of them the work needed to deform volume, area and shape of the body and the
boundary, respectively, is naturally encoded. This observation is illustrated on two
bubble models in Sect. 8. It will be apparent that if the qualities of the material
depend on the shape, then the bubble (if it exists at all !) has to be an immersed
torus. In Sect. 9 we touch the influence of the action of the rotation group on the
configuration space.
The remaining sections deal with a dynamics for boundary-Iess bodies which
yield a Navier-Stokes type of equations. This Clynamics is based on d'Alembert's
principle, where the constitutive law is given by the virtual work and thus determines the deviation from the free motions. The key to this application of the
formalism developed earlier is to generalize the notion of a constitutive law in such
a way that it depends not only on configurations but also on velocities.
In the first three appendices some technical tools are developed. The last appendix deals with a natural metric on the space of embeddings. This metric is
based on a mass density. Its geodesics describe the collections of free motions of
the pointlike material particles of the body in the ambient space.

2 Configuration and Phase Space
Let us think of a deformable material body moving and deforming in the Euclidean
space Rn . We make the geometrie assumption that at any time the body maintains
the shape of a rn-dimensional, eompaet, eonneeted, oriented and smooth manifold
with (oriented) boundary. We assurne rn ~ n. The boundary shall not neeessarily
be eonneeted. The physieal qualities of the medium forming the boundary may
differ from the ones forming the inside of the body.
Henee a configuration is a smooth embedding J : M --+ Rn and the "pace
0/ configuration" is E(M, IRn), the eolleetion of all smooth embeddings of M into
Rn , endowed with the COO-topology.It is thus a Freehet manifold (cf. [8] or [14]).
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Clearly each J E E(2\1, IRn) induces a smooth embedding Jlo.1\1 : oM ~ IRn
of the boundary i.e. a configuration of the boundary 01\1 of the body. Let us
denote the collection of all smooth embeddings of oNI into IRn by E(oM, IRn).
The latter space endowed with the COO-topology is a Frechet manifold, too. In fact
it is a principal bundle with the diffeomorphism group of ~~1as structure group
(cf. [6]).
The phase space of the body is

Here COO(1'v1,
IRn) is the Frechet space consisting of the collection of all smooth
maps from M to IRn, endowed with the COO-topology. It contains E(1\1, IRn) as
an open subset. Proceeding for oNI as for .LVIwe obtain E( oM, IRn) as an open
sub set of the Frechet space COO(oNI, IRn) (cf. [14]). Its tangent bundle is obviously
trivial, too, i.e. the phase space of the boundary is E(oM, IRn) x COO(oM, IRn).
In the sequel of these notes we write 0a instead of {JloMIJ
E E(M, IRn)}
n
The map assigning to any J E E(2\1, IR ) its restrietion J101\1is called R.

.

On the configuration space of the body we have two natural actions, namely

and
s : SO(n) x E(1\1,IRn)

~

E(l\!1,IRn)

assigning to each J E E( 1\1, IRn) and each z E IRn the embedding J + z and
go J for each 9 E SO( n) , respectively. These actions refiect the translational and
the rotational symmetry on E(1\1, IRn) respectively. t and sextend obviously to
COO(M,IRn). The groups IRn and SO(n) both act accordingly on E(oM,IRn).
These actions restrict to 0a and obviously both also extend to COO(oM, IRn).
The orbit spaces of the respective actions of the translation group IRn are
denoted by COO(M, IRn)/IRn , COO(olvI,IRn)/IRn, E(M, ffin)/IRn, E(oM, IRn)/ffin
and 0a/IRn•
The nature of these spaces is easily understood if we introduce for any map
L E COO(M, IRn) the differential dL which is locally given by the Frechet derivative.
The tangent map TL of L is, therefore, (L, dL). The respective not ion of 1 1:=
C 00 ( 0M, IRn) is introd uced accordingly. Hence the orbit spaces men tioned above
are nothing else but spaces of differentials of the elements of those spaces, on which
IRn acts.
For our later investigations we observe that .1\1 and oM inherit via respective
embeddings into IRn some basic geometric structures described in the first appendix. In particular each J E E(.i\l,ffin)
and each j E E(o.M,IRn) yield, by pulling
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back the scalar product < , > of lRn to 1\1, the hvo Riemannian metrics m( J) and
mU) on 1\1 and 8l'vi respectively. In turn eaeh J and eaeh j also define in a unique
way Riemannian volume elements p( J) on lvI and pU) on 8!vI respectively. In ease
j := JI8M these are related to each other by inP( J) = pU) with n the positively
oriented unit normal along Gil1 c lvI. Clearly, this unit normal n depends on J!

3 The Notion of Work and Fixing the Center of Mass
We will eharacterize the type of the material eonstituting the body M in so far as
it affects the work eaused by an infinitesimal distortion of 1\1 (cf. [13]' [12]'[3]'[7]) .
. This idea is formalized by giving a smooth one-form on E(A1, lRn), i.e. a smooth
map

whieh varies linearly in the seeond argument. vVe interpret F(J)(L) as the work
done if !vI is distorted by L E COO(lvI, lRn) at the configuration J E E(A1, lRn).
We eall the medium described .by F a smoothly deformable medium.
In order to describe only internal qualities of the medium we expose F to the
translational symmetry and require that
F(J

+ z)

= F(J),

(1)

This means that the work caused by (only internal) physieal processes does not
depend on the partieular loeation of J(M) within lRn . Moreover, we require that
a constant distortion by any z E lRn eauses no work. It is a eonsiderably weaker
eondition than to assurne that the internal force densities only depend on the
metrie relations between the particles of the body (cf. [21], where problems of
isometrie deformations are st':ldied). Formally expressed we impose the further
restrietion:
F(J)(z) =0,
(2)
on F. This restrietion is very fundamental in our development. We will interpret
it furt her below. To implement the possibility of extracting force densities from
our basic notion of work, we need a little more structure associated with our forms
satisfying (1) and (2). We will do this in the next section. But first we investigate
the not ion of work more closely:
To do so let us denote the eollection of all smooth lRq-valued one-forms on a
manifold Q (finite or infinite dimensional!) by Al ( Q, lRq). From Sect. 1 it is clear
that any F E Al(E(M, lRn), lR) satisfying (1) and (2) is of the form
F(J)(L)

= FIRn(dJ)(dL),

VJ E E(M,lRn)

and

VLECOCCM,lRn),

(3)

lRn)jlRn, lR). Instead of (3) we write F = d*FIRn.
By introducing the center of mass for any J E E(M, lRn) we can interpret the forms in A.l (E(Af,lRn)jlRn,lR)
as follows: Let us choose a map 0 l::
COO(E(M, lRn), lR), for which the mass m defined by
where FIRn E Al(E(M,
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m( J):=
is positive. The center

0/

iM o( J)/l( J),
mass Zo(J) is given by the equation

m(J).zo(J)=

lo(J)'J/l(J)

J,\1

or equivalently
m(J) < zo(J), z >=

f

JM

o(J) < J, z > /l(J),

(4)

n
for aIl J E E(l\iI, IR ) and aIl z E IRn . Let Eo(1VI, IRn) be the coIlection of aIl
J E E( M, IRn) , for which the center of mass Zo(J) is fixed, e.g. Zo(J) = O. Then
we realize E(lvI, IRn)/IRn as aspace of configurations via the map

sending any J in the domain into dJ. It is a diffeomorphism. Moreover, we observe

(if zo( J)

= 0,

then this splitting is orthogonal with respect to (4» and hence that

Having the meaning of Eo(M, IRn) in mind, equation (3) teIls us that FIRn can be
interpreted as the work in case the center of mass is kept fixed.

4 The Notion of a Constitutive Law and the Dirichlet
Integral
The purpose of this section is to define the notion of a constitutive law. However, the additional structure mentioned above relies on an integral fepresentation
of a one-form FIRn on E(.NJ,IRn)/IRn. To prepare this notion we need to represent IRn-valued one-forms relative to the differential of embeddings. To do so let
n
, E Al(M, IR ) and J E E(M, IRn) be given and let us consider the two-tensor
T( " dJ) determined by ({X, dJY) for all X, Y E rT M . This-two tensor yields a.
unique strong bundle map A(" dJ) of TM defined by
T({, dJ)(X, Y) = m(J)(A("

dJ)X, Y),

VX,YErTM

(5)

From this equation we read off :
VXErTM
with ({X).L being pointwise orthogonal to dJT~Y (which appears if dimM < n).
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Let us rewrite UPEM TJ(p)IRn by TIRn IJ(.M) whieh is the restrietion of the
tangent bundle TIRn to J(l\1l). Henee we find a buridle map
e(r, dJ) : TIRn IJ(AtJ)

---7

TIRn IJ(.1\1)

mapping the veetor spaee dJTp1\1 into the normal spaee of dJTpA1 and viee versa
for eaeh p E 1'1.[. "Vithout loss of generality we may assurne that e(r, dJ)(p) :
n
IR ---7 IRn is skew symmetrie with respeet to < , > for eaeh p E M. We
therefore arrive at our desired unique representation:

,x = e("dJ)dJX

+ dJA(r,dJ)X.

For any two one-forms,I,,2
E .•P O\ll, IRn) along an embedding J E E( M, IRn) we
define the dot product Of,l and ,2 relative to J by
1
_
Tr
,I . A/2 := -2
e(rl, dJ)e(r2, dJ) + Tr A(rl, dJ) . A(r2, dJ)
(l3)
Here A(,2, dJ) is the adjoint of A( /1, dJ) formed fiber-wise \vith respeet to m( J) .
Assoeiated with this produd is a type of a sealar produet 9( J) on Al(M, IRn)
defined by
9(J)(rl,,2):=

r

1M

'1',2J.l(J)

We eall the right hand side of (7) the Dirichlet-integral
ant.

(cf. [5]), it is SO( n) invari-

We equip A.l (2\1, IRn) with the COO-topology (cf. [8]). The real number
9(dJ)(rl,,2)
depends smoothly on all its variables J,,1 and ,2' Moreover, g
is a quadratie structure ~n the trivial bundle E(A,f,IRn)/IRn x Al(M,IRn)
and
n
henee yields ametrie on E(}v'I, IRn)/IR , denoted by 9, too.
We say that FlRn , a one-form on E(M, IRn)/IRn , admits an integral representation if there exists a smooth map
a : E(M, IRn)

---7

AI (.1\1, IRn),

called the kernel of FlRn , such that
FlRn(dJ)( dL) =

iM a( dJ) . dLJ.l(J) = 9( dJ)( a( J), dL)

holds true for any ehoiee of dJ E E(M, IRn)/IRn and. dL E COO(M, IRn)/IRn .

Definition 1 A constitutive law F is a smooth one-form on E(M, IR~) with the
following two properties
i.) F = d*FlRn
ii.) FlRn admits an integral representation (with kernel a, say).
The kernel of a constitutive law is not unique at all. The following theorem
provides us with a natural splitting of the kernel (and later allows us to extrac1t
from it a unique kernel of a specific kind). The proof can be found in [4].
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Theorem 2 Let I E AI (1\1, IRn) and J E E(1'vf, IRn). There exists a uniqudy
determined differential d'H E C'Xö(1'vf,IRn)/IRn
called the exact part of land
a
n
1
uniquely determined ß E 04. (1\1, IR ) such that
1= d'H

(8)

+ ß,

where the exaet part of ,8 vanishes. Both d'H and ß depend smoothly on J . 1f 'H(Po)
for some Po E lvI is kept constant in J, then also 'H varies smoothly in J .
The effect of the splitting of kernels of constitutive laws is described in the
following theore~, proved in [4] (cf. also [5]) :
Theorem 3 Let F be any constitutive law. There exists a smooth map 'H E
COO(E(2\iI, IRn)/IRn, coo(1VJ, IRn)) , such that for any J E E(M, IRn) and any
L E COO(lvI, IRn)
F(J)(L)

=

1M d'H(dJ).

dLp(J)

= Q(dJ)(d'H(dJ),

dL).

('9)

The kernel d'H : E(M,IRn)/IRn
~
COO(A1,IRn)/IRn C Al(M,IRn)
is uniquely
determined by F, the map 'H can be chosen such that (id, 'H) E r(T Eo(M, IRn),
the latter choice is unique, too.
Since the constitutive law F is determined by 'H , we call this map a constitutive
map. vVith any constitutive law the smooth two-tensor in (5) associated with
I = d'H(dJ) is referred to as stress tensor T( J) at the configuration J .

5 The Relation Between the Customary Notion of the
Stress Tensor and the Constitutive Map
To see that the setting in [17] is included in the treatment presented here, we
assume that dirn M = n and the work F( J)( L) depends on the metric m( J) and
its derivative Dm( J)( L) at J in the direction of L rat her than J and L , themselves.
(We may work at a fixed J.) Moreover let us suppose that F admits for all its
variables an integral representation of the form
F(J)(L)

= 1M T(J).

Dm(J)(L)p(J),

with a two-tensor T( J) as kernel. The dot-product in the integrand is defined by
representing both T( J) and Dm( J)( L) , respectively as strong bundle maps K1 (.1)
and K2(J)(L) of TM via the metric m(J) and then proceeding as in (6), i.e.
T(J).

Dm(J)(L)

:=

Tr K1(J).

K2(J)(L).

Using (8) and (9) the verification of the following is straightforward :
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K2(J)(L)f.l(J)

Il'y[

=

f

J,\1

a( dJ) . dLf.l( J)

= f
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A(dL,dJ)f.l(J)
(10)

dH( dJ) . dLf.l( J)

with a( dJ) := dJ KI (J) , holding for all the variables of F. In case J is an equiliibrium condition the tensors T(J) and ~Dm(J)(L)
correspond to the Jtress tensor
and to the deformation tensor respeetively. The calculation in (10) shows, moreover, that to each smooth stress tensor assignment in the setting of [17] there is a
constitutive map. (Nevertheless the two-tensors T(J) and T( J) may still differ !)
Reading (10) backwards shows that it suffices to work with T( J) instead of H( J).
This difference however is obsolete with respect to the resulting force densities (cf.
remark to Theorem 4).

6 Force Densities Associated with Constitutive Laws
The purpose of this seetion is to present how to associate with any constitutive law .
at any configuration some well defined force densities, one aeting upon the wholle
body, and an other one acting upon the boundary only. Vice versa any given pair of
force densities satisfying an integrability condition will be obtained via a suitable
constitutive law.
Throughout this section P is a constitutive law with a kernel a. By the previous theorem we may assume that a(E(M, IRn)/IRn) C COO(M, IRn)/IRn . The
following theorem shows how to associate the force densities mentioned above to
any constitutive map (cf. Append. 2). The existence of a solution of the Neumann
problem can found in [15].
Theorem 4 Every constitutive

stitutive

law P E AI(E(M,

map

IRn), IR) admits a smooth con-

such that P can be expreJsed as
P(J)(L)=

f

JM

<L1(J)H(dJ),L>

f.l(J)

+ f

IBM <dH(dJ)(n),L>

inf.l(J),

for each J E E(M, IRn) and each L E COO(M, IRn). For all J E E(M, IRn) the
map H dejineJ the force densities
rp and <.preJpeetively by
rp(dJ)

:=

.1( J)H( dJ)

(11)

and
<.p(dJ) := dH(dJ)(n),
which MtiJfy due to the fundamental

propertieJ of P, the equation

(12)
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o=

[ ~(dJ)/-l(

1M

J)

+ .[

IBM

'P( dJ)in/-l( J).

(13)

Given vice versa two smooth maps ~ E C':>O(E(1\J,IRn )/IRn, C=(M, IRn)) and'P E
n
C=(E(2Vf,IR )/IRn,C=(oAl,IRn)),
for which the equation (13) holds as an int:egrability condition, then there exists also a smooth map 1{ E C=(E(Al, IRn)/lRn,
C=( M, IR n)) satisfying (11) and (12) for which 1{(dJ) is uniquely determined up
to a constant for each J E E(M, IRn). Moreover 1{ is a constitutive map for the
constitutive law F given by the force densities via the formula

F( J)(L)

= [

1M

< ~(dJ),

L > /-l(J)

+ [

IBM

< 'P( dJ), L > in/-l( J),

(14)

holding for all J E E(AI, IRn) and for all L E C=(AI, IRn). In case oM = 0
then (12) and also the second terms on the right hand sides of both (13) and (14)
disappear.
Remark.
This theorem shows to us that our notion of constitutive laws (based
on translational invariance) is ~quivalent with the IRn-valued solution of Neumann
problems formulated on Al and hence is equivalent with a pair of force densities
satisfying the integrability condition (13), which tells us that the resulting force
density to the center ofmass vanishes. (13) is obviously the analog of (2). Moreover,
by Theorem 3 a general kernel Q' and its exact part both determine the same force
densities!

7 The Interplay Between Constitutive Laws of Boundary
and Body
Thedeformable media forming the inside of the body and the boundary respectively may differ and each separate material hence has to be described on oue
hand by different constitutive laws, as we have done in the previous sections. On
the other hand both materials together form one body and should be describable
by only one constitutive law holding for the whole body. Since constitutive laws
behave additively, the comparison between the two procedures allows us to decode
the influence of the whole body to the constitutive properties of the boundary
material.
Let F be the constitutive law of the deformable medium forming the whol.e
body. According to Theorem 4 the one-form F is deteI'mined by a smooth constitutive map 1{. It affects the quality of the boundary material: 1{ yields according to Theorem 4 force densities ~ E COC(, E( M, IRn) /IR n, COC(, M, IRn)) and
'P E C=(E(M, IRn)/IRn, C=(oM, IRn)).
The force density acting on

oM,

is defined by
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'P(dJ) = d'H(dJ)(n),
condition (13) for .:1(JI81\-1) in mind, we split this force

Having the integrability
density 'P into

'P( dJ) = 'PIRn (dJ)

+ ~,(dJ)

,

where 'PIRn (dJ) is characterized for each dJ E E(2vJ, IRn) /ffin by the equation

l

'PIRn (dJ)inJj(J)

= O.

(15)

181'v1

The map 'ljJ E COO(E(NI, ffin)/ffin, IRn) is L2-orthogonal to 'PIRn . According
Theorem 4 the condition (15) allows us to choose some map

such that for all dJ E E(l'.1, ffin)/ffin
'PIRn (dJ)

1;0

the equation

= ß(JI8A1)~(dJ)

holds true. 'VViththese data we easily verify the following :
Theorem 5 Any smoothly deformable medium is characterized by a constitutive
map 'H E COO(E(A1, ffin)/ffin, COO(A1, ffin)) , that determines itself two smooth
maps t, E COO(E(.i\1, ffin)/ffin, COO( o.NI, IRn)) and 'ljJ E COO(E(M, ffin), ffin),
which are linked to 'H by the boundary condition
(16)

d'H(dJ)( n) = ß( .]181\,f)~(dJ) +ljJ( dJ)
for each J E E(A1, ffin). The differential dt, and'ljJ E COO(E(1\,f, ffin)/ffin,
unique. For each J E E( .NI, ffin) the map 'H satisfies

o = [ .1( J)'H(
1M

dJ)Jj( J)

+ [

IBM

ffin) are

'ljJ( dJ)inJj( J) .

The constitutive law on E(lIv1, ffin) describing the constitutive properties of the
materials forming body together with its boundary is determined by 'H, which yields
~ and 'ljJ and thus is given via the formula
F( J)(L)

= 1M <
+ [

IBM

ß( J)'H( dJ), L > Jj( J)

< ß( JI8M)i](

J18l1vf) + 'ljJ( dJ), L

> inJj(

J)

valid for all variables' of F. The work of any distortion 1 E COO(8M, ffin) of the
deformable material forming the boundary regarded as being detached /rom the
body, is for any J E E(M, ffin) given by the constitutive law
F82'y[(dJ)(l)

= [

IBM

< .1(JI8l\1)~8(dJ),1

> inJj(J),
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for .same constitutive map ~a E COO(OafIRn,
~ -~a and 1/J describe how the constit'utive
boundary of the body are affected by the fact
the material forming the whole body. (A ny
to all of AI).

8 A General Decomposition

c,x,(aM',IRn)). Hence the difference
properties of the material forming the
that this material is incorporated into
~a( dJ) can be harmonically extended

of Constitutive

Laws

In this section we will exhibit decompositions of d1i and d~ as induced by (16).
Both splittings are based on the examples in Append. 3. We need the maps V, A
and N, describing for each configuration the volume, the area and the shape
respectively (cf. (iii) in Append. 3). In particular we will show that DV and R*DA
(cf. Sect. 2 for R) multiplied with appropriate lR-valued functions are part of any
constitutive law F defined on E(M, lRn). Again let j := Jlalv! .
To obtain the desired decomposition of agiven constitutive law we broaden
our scope a little and, first of all, introduce the Hilbert space Aj consisting of all
maps 1'1,1'2 : TaAf ---+ lR linear on the fibers of TaAl for which the right hand
side of
G(dj)(')'I,"'f2):=

[

. 1aM

1'1'1'2J1(j)

exists. Clearly d~n(dJ) (defined in Append. 3), dj and dNU) all belong to Aj and
. are generically linearly independent. In the specialcase of j (aM) being a (n - 1)sphere in lRn however, NU), j and 1]n(dJ) are not linearly independent. The set
03 of all J E E(AI, lRn) for which these three differentials are linearly independent
forms a den se open set in E(1\1, lRn).
For each J E 03 we split the differential of ~(dJ) into components along the
span of the three mentioned differentials and a component perpendicular to it. The
next step is to define maps (~n(dJ))M,jM
and NU)M associated with ~n(dJ)~,j
and NU) respectively. This is done by solving the following Visik problem (cf.
[15]) : Let f E COO(aM,lRn) be given. We define fM(J) E COO(M,lRn) by

L1(J)fM(J)
for any J E E(Al, lRn).

= 0 and

dfM(J)(n)

- L1U)f = 0

In particular ~n satisfies

fM depends smoothly on J. The above mentioned decomposition of d1i is then
presented in the following theorem partly based on Theorem 5 :
Theorem 6 Let F be a constitutive law on E(A1, lRn). Then any of its constitutive
maps 1i E COO(E( M, lR n) fIRn, COO(AI, IRn)) determines uniquely three smooth
functions

Global Differential
al,
and the smooth

Geometrie
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a2, a3 : 03/IRn C E(lv!, IRn)/IRn
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(17)

maps

q,~2:

03/IRn

C EOv!,ffin)/IRn

1/J : 03 C E(.1\I, IRn)

COO(a.1\I,IRn),

-"+
-"+

IRn,

linked to H by

dH(d.I)(n)
such that the following

d~(d.I)

= al (d.I)

= L1(j)~(d.I) + 1j,(d.I),

splitting

holds for any .I E 03

c E(M,

IRn)

. d~n(d.I)

+ a2(d.I)dj + a3( d.I)

. dN(j)

+ d~2(d.I)

(18)

with j := .I/alv!. The differential
dq2(d.I) is with respeci to G(dj) orthogonal to
the span of d~n( d.I), dj and dN(j).
The differential
dH( d.I) decomposes for each
.I E 03 accordingly into

dH(d.I)

= al(d.I).

d.I

+ a2(d.I).

dj.IVI + a3(d.I).

dNM(d.I)

+ dH2(d.I),

(H))

where dH2(d.I) is such that (19) holds. The splittings
(18) and (19) are valiid
for the respective maps if the representatives
of the differentials
are chosen from

Eo(M,IRn)

.

9 Two Simple Bubble Models
Let us illustrate the meaning of the coefficients al and a2 in (17) by a simple
bubble model. (dI and di as arguments will be omitted.) Let dirn M = 3 and let
us think of .1\1 as a bubble and of aAI as the middle surfaee of a very thin shell
bounding the bubble. Moreover we assurne a3 = 0 and H2 = 0 as weIl and suppose
that there is an equilibrium configuration I E E(}';!, ffin), i.e. to say we suppose
that F(!) = O. Since aM represents two bounding surfaces, (18) turns into
0= al . dqn

+ 2.

a2di.

Using the respective formulas in Append. 3, we find
al

+ 2 . a2 . H = 0 ,

with H themean curvature of i(1\I) c IR3 . Thus we observe that H is a constant
map on M and deduce from the classical bubble models, therefore, that al and a2
can be interpreted as an interna! press ure and as a capillarity respectively.
Ifthe quality of the deformable medium depends in addition on the shape, i.e.
if a3 =1= 0 (but stillH2 = 0) at the equilibrium configuration I (which might be an
immersion only), we find due to (18) and (A5) the following equation
(20)
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with K the Gaussian curvature. By integrating
Gauss-Bonnet we deduce

o = a1 + 2a2

2

+ 2a3

.H

(20) and by using the theorem of

. H - 47ra3

X(oM)
A

'

(21)

with A the area of oN!. Equation (21) in turn yields
X(oAl)

= 2~ .

K •

A.

One now easily shows that H is constant and that in this case aN! cannot be a
sphere. If I exists at all, i(ol'vf) c IR? has to be an immersed torus as seen by a
theorem of Efimov (cf. [2]).

10 The Rotational Symmetry
From the two symmetries described in 5ect. 1 we have used so far the translational
symmetry only. It is clear, however, that internal physical processes are also invari. ant under the rotational symmetry. In thissection we will show what additional
property any constitutive map inherits from this symmetry.
Invariance under 50( n) of a given constitutive
map yields

F(g

0

and hence

0

dJ) . d(g

1M d(g-l

0

0

L)

= F(J)(L)

for any 9 E 50( n). Thus the constitutive

for an the variables of Fand
satisfies

1M dH(g

J)(g

law F with H as a constitutive

0

H(g

L )J.l(g

0

0

J) =

dJ) - H(dJ))

1M dH( dJ)
. dLJ.l(J)

map

. dLJ.l( J)

= 0,

for an 9 E 50(n), for an J E E(1\J,lRn) and for an L E COO(M, lRn). From
the last equation and from the general procedure of representing differentials via
embeddings we read off :
.

Proposition 7 Given a constitutive

under 50( n) iff H is equivariant,

then F is invariant

g-l
The infinitesimal

law F with constitutive

0

dH(g

0

dJ) = dH(dJ),

map

i. e. iff

VG E 50(n).

version 01 (22) is

dDH( dJ)( c) = cdH( dJ),

Vc E 80(n).

(22)
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The validity of (22) implies in particular the following identity:
A( dH(g

0

d']), 9

0

d'])

= A( dH( d']),

d'])

holding for all 9 E SO( n) and for all .] E E( AI, JRn). The stress tensor T( .1)
determined by H is hence invariant 'under SO(n) for any J E E(M, JRn) .
If F factors to TJE(l'vf, JRn)/so(n).
then

f < c4>( dJ),
1M
'

J > /-l( J)

J , and thus F(.])(cJ)

+ f

kM

= 0 for all c E

< c<p( dJ), J > in/-l( J)

so(n)

=0

holds. This is the analog to (2). If dirn }Vf = 3, then E(}Vf, JRn)/SO(n)
fundamental role in continuum mechanics (cf. [19]).

plays a

11 A Generalization of the Notion of a Constitutive Law
and the Introduction of a Dynamics
In this section we introduce a dynamics in case 8M = 0. All constructions could-be
performed for any codimension of the body in JRn . However, due to simplicity we
require dirn AI = n - 1 . Here we follmv closely [7]. First of all we extend the not ion
of a constitutive law. In doing so we consider special one-forms on T E(M, JRn)
namely those of the type

satisfying

FIRn (dj, dk)(dl, ds) =

FIRn

(dj, dk)(dl, 0),

for any dj E E(M, JRn)/JRn and for any choice of dk, dl, ds E C;OO(M, JRn)/JRn "
A constitutive law (depending not only on the configurations but also on the velocities) is then a one-form F on TE(kf, JRn) satisfying for all dj E E(M, JRn)/IRn
and all dk, dl E ooCAl,JRn)/JRn

c

F(j, k )(l) = FIRn (dj, dk)( dl, 0),
and admitting an integral representation.
on configurations and velocities!

The constitutive map H depends hence

Next we will define motions subjected to a constitutive law by using
d'Alembert's principle:
A motion on E(lvf, JRn) in our model is described by a smooth curveof embeddings
.
(7 : (-A, A) ---+ E(Al, JRn),
for some positive real '\. This motion is subjected to the constitutive law F, if
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F(ä(t))(O"(t),

h)

= ß(O"(t))«(j(t),

is satisfied for all t E (-,\,,\)

r

1M

h),

with ß as in Append. 4. Hence

> fL(O"(t))

< p(O"(t),ä(t)),h

r

=

1M

> fL(O"(t))

p(O"(t)) < (j(t),h

has to hold for hand for all t, mentioned above (cf. [13],[20]'[22]). Here P is the
force density determined by F. This implies Newton's third law of motion on the
density level:
p(O"(t))(j(t)

= p(O"(t),

ä(t))

= .1 «O"(t))

Clearly 0" parameterizes a straight
p(O"(t),ä(t))
= 0 for all tE (-'\,'\) .

1t (dO"(t),dä(t)),

line segment,

Vt E (-'\, '\).

i.e. a geodesie

of B,

(23)
Hf

.
Let 0" be a motion satisfying (23). We rewrite O"(t) according to the principal
bundle structure of E(M, IRn) (cf. [6]), by proceeding as follows: At first we note
that ä(t) admits in IRn the pointwise splitting
ä(t) = dO"(t)Z(t)

+ ä(t).L,

and easily verify
dä(t)Z(t)

= d(dO"(t)Z(t))Z(t)

+ dä(t).LZ(t)
+ S(O"(t))(Z(t),

= O"(t)V(O"(t))Z(t)Z(t)
+ dO"(t)W (O"(t)) Z(t) + (dä(t).L Z(t)).L

Z(t))

where ".1" denotes the pointwise formed component normal to O"(t)(M) . Moreover
we have for each t E (-,\,,\)
and for some well-defined functions e(O"(t), ä(t)) E
cooC!'vf, IR) and KF(O"(t), ä(t)) E COO(M, IR)
ä(t).L

= e(O"(t),

ä(t))N(O"(t))

and
p(O"(t), ä(t)).L

= KF(O"(t),

ä(t))N(O"(t))

respectively. Using the formula
N(O"(t))

= DN(O"(t))(ä(t))

= dO"(t)(W(O"(t))Z(t)

- grad17(t)e(O"(t),ä(t))),

we find the following system for a motion on E(M, mn) subjected to a constitutive
law:
V(O"(t))Z(t)Z(t)
+ Z(t) + 2e(0"(t), ä(t))W(O"(t))Z(t)
- e(O"(t), ä(t))grad17(t)e(O"(t), ä(t))
.= p-l(O"(t))YF(O"(t),

and

ä(t)),

(24)
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o-(t))
Z(t))

- d€(a(t), o-(t))Z(t),

with Y"F(a(t),o-(t))
E rTlvl
such that dJYF(a(t),o-(t))
= 4>(a(t),0-(t))T
for all
t E (-,\,,\) . Here f( a( t)) denotes the second fundamental form of a( t) (cf. Append.
1) and " T" denotes the pointwise formed component tangential to a(t)(M).
Remark.
Equation (24) describes a straight line segment in E(M, IRn) iff both
YF(a(t),o-(t))
= 0 and KF(a(t), o-(t)) = 0 hold for all t E (-'\,'\). In this case the
equations (24) read as

+ Z(t) + 2€(a(t),

V'(a(t))z(t)Z(t)

o-(t))lV(a(t))Z(t)

= 0,

-€(a(t),o-(t))gradu(t)€(a(t),o-(t))
€(a(t),o-(t))

= f(a(t))(Z(t),

Z(t))

- d€(a(t), o-(t))Z(t).

Otherwise (24) describes the deviation from geodesics.

12 A Navier-Stokes Type of Equation
Again 1\1, F, and H are as in the previous seetion. The introduetion of a structural
viscosity coefficient relies on a mathematical observation : If we write any k E
COO(M, IRn) in the form
k

= djX(k,j)

+ B(k,j)

. NU),

(25)

where X(k,j)
E rTM
and B(k,j) E COO(Al, IRn) both are uniquely determined by
k, then we observe that XO(k,j),
the divergence-free part of X(k,j),
is uniquely
determined by dk . This motivates us to introduce a structural viscosity v( dj, dk) E
COO(M, IR) via
X(H( dj, dk),j)

=

v( dj, dk )XO(k,j)

+ :k(H(

dj, dk ),j).

(26)

The second term in (26) is such that this equation holds. The following theorem
describes a generalization of the N avier-Stokes equation (cf. [7]):
Theorem 8 In absence o/external force densities, the general equations of motlion
on E(M, IRn) of a deformable medium subjeeted to a constitutive law F are gi11en
by
V'(a(t))Z(t)Z(t)
+ :2(t) + 2. €(a(t), o-(t))W(a(t))Z(t)
- €(a(T), o-(T))gradu(t)€(a(t),

o-(t))

= p-l(a(t))

&(t))

+ Ll(a( t))

[gradu(t)Tint(a(t),

(v( da( t), dÖ"(t))Zo (t)

+ .t(H(

da( t), dÖ"(t)), a( t)))

- 2 . W( a( t) )gradu(t)B(H( da(t), dÖ"(t)), a( t))

+ (W(a(t))2

(v(da(t),

- B(H(da(t),dÖ"(t)),a(t)).

dÖ"(t))ZO(t)

+ X(H(a(t),

gradu(t)1i(a(t))]

o-(t)), a(t)))
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€( O"(t), &(t)) = p-l( O"(t)) [-Tint( dO"(t), d&(t))H(O"(t))

- dH(O"(t))(v(dO"(t),

+ ~t(H(dO"(t),

d&(t))ZO(t)

der(t)), O"(t)))

+ 2. div (t)v(dO"(t),der(t))Tv-(O"(t))ZO(t)
17

+ 2. div (t) TV(O"(t)).t(H(dO"(t), der(t)), O"(t))
+ B(H( dO"(t),der(t)), O"et)) . Tr lV( 0"(t))2
+ Ll(O"(t))B(H'(dO"(t), der(t)), O"(t))]
+ f(O"(t))(Z(t), Z(t)) - d€(O"(t), er(t))Z(t),
17

where ZO(t)
surface i(.M)
V(i)V(t)

XO(er(t),O"(t)).
The motion
n
c IR is given by

:=

F(t)

+ V(t)

=

p-l(O"(t)

0

g(t)-l)

of a deformable

medium

[gradiTint(O"(t),

F(t))

+ Ll(i)(v(O"(t),

+ V(H(O"(t),

F(t))FO(t)
- 2. fV(i)gradiB(H(O"(t),

+ (W(i))2(v(0"(t),

F(t))FO(t)

- B(H(O"(t), F(t)),

F(t))

0= p-l(O"(t)

0

g(t)-l)

- dH(i)(v(O"(t),

+ 2.

F(t)),

(divjV(O"(t),
F(t)),

+ Ll(O"(t))B(H(O"(t),

+ f(i)(F(t),

F(t)))

F(t))

+ V(H(O"(t),

F(t)),

F(t))

F(t)).

+ V(H(O"(t),

Hei)
F(t)),

F(t)))

F(t))W(i)FO(t)

+ diviTV(i)V(H(O"(t),

+ B(H(O"(t),

F(t)),

. gradiH(i)]

[-Tint(O"(t),

F(t))FO(t)

along a fi:ud

F(t)),

F(t)).
F(t)),

F(t)))

TrfV(i)2
F(t))]

F(t)),

where O"(t) = i 0 g(t) with g(t) E Diff2\.1. The veetor fields F(t), FO(t) o.:nd
V(H(O"(t), F(t)), F(t))
are respeetively
the push-forwards
of Z(t), ZO(t) o.:nd
.\""(H( dO"(t), der(t)), O"(t)) by g(t). The map Tint E COO(M, IRn) is given by d.ecomposing the tangential component of the force density via H odge's method into
a gradient (of Tint) and a divergence-jree
part.
As to whether this Navier-Stokes type of equation is invariant under the substitution t t--+ -t depends on the map v.
As an application of the above approach and of the remark to Theorem 4 let
us consider the following special case, determined by the form
o( dj, dk)

=

-Tint( dj, dk) . dj

+v

. dj . LVO(k,j) ,

with a constant v E IR and where LVO(k,j) denotes the Lie derivative on FTM
in the direction FO (k~,j). In the incompressible case, i.e. for div i1'"(t) = 0 , the
motion along the fixed manifold i(1\1) c IRn is governed by
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- v. Ric(i)V(t)

+ V(t)

p-l(i). (Tint(a(t), V(t)). H(i)
-2. v. dH(i)V(t)
+ 2. v. divilV(i)V(t))

== f(i)(~T(t),~T(t)).
In case of i(1\,I) being a large two-sphere in IR? and v being small v. Ric(i) may
be neglected in this equation. If moreover v == 0 the equation turns over in Euler's
equation.

Appendix 1 Geometrie Preliminaries
Let M be as in Sect. 1 and N be a connected, smooth and oriented manifold with
a Riemannian metric ( , ). In case N == IRn we write < , > instead of ( , ) and
mean a fixed scalar product. The Levi-Civita connections of ( , ) and < , > are
denoted by V and d respectively. For .I E E(Jvl, N) and j E E( 8M, N) we define
a Riemannian metric on 1\1 and 8~\1, respectively, by

m(.I)(X, Y) :== (T .IX, T .IY),

VX,YErTM

and
m(j)(X, Y) :== (TjX, TjY),

VX, Y E rT8M.

One also uses the notations m(.I) == .I*( , ) and m(j) == j*( , ). Here rTQ
denotes the collection of all smooth vector fields of any smooth manifold Q (with
or without boundary). Both m(.I) and m(j) depend smoothly on .I and j.
Associated with the metrics m( .I) and m(j) , we have the respective Levi- Civita
connections V(.I) on .lvl and V(j) on 8lvf . They are determined by
T.IV(.I)xY

== Vx(T.IY)

- (Vx(T.IX)).l.,

VX,Y E rTM

and
TjV(j)xY

== T .IV(.I)xY

- m(j)(W(j)X,

y). N(j), VX, Y E rT8M.

By W(j) we mean the 'VVeingartenmap given as follows: Let N(j) == T.I. n, where
n is the positively oriented unit normal vectorfield (depending on m( J)), then

(V zN(j))

T

== T J . W(j)Z,

VZ E rTM,

where "T" denotes the component tangential to T JT M. In case N == IRn, we
n
may replace T J and Tj by dJ and dj respectively. For any J E E(M, IR ) and
any j E E( 8M, IRn) let us denote by p( J) and p(j) the Riemannian volurne
form determined by m( J) and the orientation of M respectively by m(j) and the
orientation of 8A1. We define in case of N == IRn and dim8M == n - 1 the second
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fundamental

form f(j) by

f(j)(X, Y)

= m(j)(lV(j)X,

Y)

for all j E E(fJJvI, IRn)and for all X, Y E rTj.\1. Moreover H(j) := TrW(j) is
called here the mean curvature and Ii(j) := det VV(j) the Gaussian curvature of
j(fJkI) C IRn respectively. Reference for this section are [1]'[2] and [10].

Appendix 2 Computing Force Densities
A1 and N are as in Append. 1. Computation
following proposition:

of force densities is based on th.e

Let dim.iU = m ~ dim N and let K E COO(M, TN), then for
each J E E(.l'v.!, N) and each L E COO(Al, T N) the following equation holds :

Proposition Al

[VK'VLJ.l(J)=

[(L1(J)K,L)J.l(J)+

(Al)

[(VnK,L)inJ.l(J),

1M.

1M

1aM

where

v K.

VL

=

-~Tr c(V K(J), T J). c(V(J)L,

T J)

+ Tr A(VK(J),

T J). A(VL, TJ)

(with V the Levi- Civita connection of the metric ( , ) on N) and L1( J) denOl~es
the Laplacian of m( J) .. This implies in turn a Green's equation
[ (L1( J)K, L )J.l(J) -

1M
= [

1aM

(V nL, K)inJ.l( J) -

[ (K, L1( J)L )J.l(J)

1M
[

1aM

(V nK, L )inJ.l(J).

Here inJ.l(J) is the volume element on fJJ.\f defined by J.l(J) .
Proof.

Writing any L E C=( M, T N) relative to a given J- E E( M, N) in the form
L

= T JX(L,

J)

+ LJ.,

with a unique X(L, J) E rTM (and LJ. being such that LJ.(p) is the component
normal to T JTplvf for all p E M), we have the following formula at hand:
VxL

= T JV(J)xX(L,

J)

+ (VxL)J.,

VX E rTM.

(A2)

T J).

(A3)

and write in turn
TxL = c(VL, T J). T J

+ T JA(VL,

From (A2) and (A3) we read off:
c(VL, T)T J = (\7 L)J.,
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as well as
A('V L, T J)

= 'VX(L,J) + vV(J, L)

VL E

coo(1vI, TN)

VJ E E(M, N).

Here Tt"(J,L) is given by TJW(J,L)X
= ('VL.LX)T, with" T" denoting the
pointwise formed component tangential to T JTiVI. Following [18] we introduce
the not ions of .1(J)K and .1(J)" the Laplacian, for any K E C'Y(M, TN) and
any"Y E A~O\1,TN) (where the index J means that K and"Y respeetively cover
J). Introducing 'V* we set for any I{ E C'Y(.1\1, TN), any"Y E A~(M, TN) and
any J E E(NI, N)
'V*K:= 0
and

m

r=1

with 'V(J)xh)(Y)
= 'VxhY) - "Y('V(J)xY)
if"Y E JP(.M,ffi) and 'V = d then

for any pair X, Y E rTlvl.

Clearly

d*~(= -div JY,
provided that "Y(X) = m(J)(Y, X), for all X E rTl\,f.
then defined by
.1( J) := 'V'V* + 'V*'V,

The Laplacian .1( J) is

Consequently we have
m

.1( J)K = 'V*'VK = - L

'VEr('VK)( Er).

. (A.!)

r=1

For each L E TJE(M, N) and for each J E E(M, N) we write
'V L

= A('V L, T J)T

J,

with A('V L, T J)
T NIJ(M)
---+ TNIJ(AJ)
a smooth bundle endomorphism.
Then for any moving frame EI, ..., Em on ]v! orthonormal with respect to m(.1)
we deduce
m

'VK. 'VL = I).4*('VK,

T J). A('VL, T J)(T JEr), T JEr)

r=1
m

= L(.4*(K,TJ).

'VErL,TJEr),

r=1

with A *('VK, T J) being the adjoint of A('V K, T J) formed with respeet to ( , ).
Hence
m
'VK. \lL

= L(\lEr(A*(\lK,TJ)L),TJEr)
r=1
m

- L(L,
r=1

\l Er(A(\lK,

T J))T J Er)
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holds true. vVe derive from (A4)
m

'VI{. 'VL = "L('VErUi..*('VK,TJ)L),TJEr)
i=l
m

+ (.:1(J)/{,L) + "LUi..('VK,

T J)'VEr(T J)Er,L).

i=l

Since (i•.
*('V(K, T J)L)T = T JZ(I\, L, J) for some weH-defined Z(K, L, J) and
'V Er(T J)Er is pointwise normal to T JTAI the foHowing series of equations hold
true:
m

'VK. 'VL

=-

"L('V Er(c('VK, T J)L), T JEr)

+ div ]Z(K,

L, J)

i=l
m

+ (.:1( J)K,

L)

+ "L(C('V /{,

T J)'V Er(T J)Er, LT)

i=l
m

=-

"L('VEr(c('VK,TJ)L1.),TJEr)
i=l

m

- "L('V Er (C('VK, T J)LT), T JEr)
i=l

+ diV]Z(/{,

L, J)

+ (.:1(J)/{,

L)

m

+ "L(C('V K,

T J)'V Er(T J)Er, LT),

i=l

with diV] the divergence operator associated with m( J).
Writing c('V K, T J)L1.
FT M , we obtain
'V K . 'V L

=

T JU(K, L, J), for some weH defined U(K, L, J) E

= -div]U(K,

L, J)

+ div]Z(K,

Here U(K, L, J) is given by T JU(K, L, J)
yields the desired equation (Al).

L, J)

+ (.:1(J)K,

= c('V K, T J)L1..

L).

The theorem of Gauss
0

Appendix 3 Simple Examples
Here we will study weHknown one-forms on E( 1\1, IRn) in the light of our formalism
developed above. For simplicity let dirn AI = n. However, (A5) and (A6) below
hold also for dirn AI ~ n. Again j := JI8Al and 1 := L18A1. The index "0" means
here the component in Eo(l\1, IRn).
(i.) In our first example we specify a constitutive map H by H( dJ) = Jo for a11
J E E(M, IRn), with Jo the component of J in Eo(M, IRn). Then if X(L, J)
is as in (A2)

Global Differential
[

1M

Geometrie

dJ. dLf-l( J) =

l

1M

Methods

in Elasticity

and Hydrodynamies

Tr.4( dL, dJ)f-l( J) = [ Tr \7( J)X(L,

1M

= [ div]X(L,

J)f-l(J)

1,'vf

= [

IBM

< NU),

L
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J)f-l( J)

> inf-lU)

=D( [ f-l(J))(L),

1M

holds for all J E E(k!, IRn) and for all L E COO(AI, IRn). Moreover NU) =
T Jn. Introducing the voh£me function V : E(k!, IRn) ---+ IR, which assigns
to any J E E( .1.11, IRn) the volume

yields
DV(J)(L)

= [

1.""1

= NU)

Letl-,n be given by L1(j)~n(dj)
DV( J)(L)

(A5)

dJ. dLf-l(J).

for all j E E(81\1, IRn). Hence

= [

IBM

~n( dj). d1f-lU)

(ii.) Next let us turn our attention to 178defined by the formula l-,8(dj) = jo for
all j E E(81Vl, IRn) with jo E Eo(8Af, IRn). For any J E E(8M, IRn) and any
1 E C 00 (8M, IRn) one easily verifies the following (cf. (25)) :

[

IBM

<

L1U)j, 1 > f-lU) = .[

dj. d1f-lU)

' IBM
= [

+ B(l,j).

(divjX(l,j)

IBM

<

= [

IBM

= D( [

IBM

HU)

. NU),

HU))f-lU)

1 > f-lU)

f-lU) )(l).

(Thus L1U)j = HU) . NU) for each j E E( 81'v1, IRn).) If we define the area
function A: E(8M, IRn) ---+ IR, which sends any j E E(8M, IRn) into A(j) =
f-lU) we get

IBM

DA(j)(l) = [. dj. dlf-l(j)

IBM

.

(Aß)

for all variables of DA.
(iii.) Next let us consider the map ~'a : E(8.l\1,ffin) ---+ COO(8M, IRn) given by
~'a(dj) = NU) for all j E E(8M, IRn). Then the formula
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L1(j)N(j)

= -dj

gradjHU)

+ (TrTV(j)2)

. NU)

holds for any j E E(BlV[, ffin). In the special case of dirn BA! = 2 a topological
constant, the Euler characteristic x( B}v'!), enters the constitutive law F. It
is hidden in the virtual work obtained by destorting BA! in the unit normal
direction:
F(j)(N(j))

= (

IBM < L1U)NU),

NU) > j.L(j)

= (

IBM TrW(j?

j.L(j).

Applying the theorems of Cayley-Hamilton (cf. [11]) and of Gauss-Bonnet (cf.
[10]) to the very right hand side of equation (A6) yields :
F(j )(NU))

= -47l"X( B.LV!)+

( H(j)2
IBM

j.LU) .

Appendix 4 AMetrie on E(M, N) Defined via Mass
Density and its Geodesics
Here N is as in Append. 1. We first introduce a metric B on E(M, N), of which
the geodesics represent free motions. This metric is based on a density map p of
which we may think as a mass density. A map p E COO(E(M, N), COO(M, ffi)) is
called a density map if p( J)(p) > 0 for all p E M and for J E EUvf, N) and in
addition satisfies the continuity equation
dp(J)(L)

= -P~)Trm(J)dm(J)(L)

VJ E E(lVf,N)

and VL E COO(M,TN).

(A7)
For some simple proof of the existence of density maps we refer to [7]. Here d
d.enotes the differential of maps from Frechet manifolds into Frechet spaces and
dm( J) is given for all J E E( .LVI, N) by
dm(J)(L)(X,

Y)

= (\7 xL,

T JY)

+ (T JX,

\7yL),

for all L E COO(M,TN) and all X, Y E rT.LVf, cf. [8]. We now define the metric B
on E(M,N) by
B(J)(L1,L2):=
for any
us next
denoted
smooth
map BU

( p(J)(L1,L;)j.L(J),

1M

J E E(M, N) and any pair LI, L2 E C'f(JI,!, TN) = TJE(M, N). Let
determine the geodesie spray of B. The cotangent bundle of E(M, N) is
by T* E(1'vf,N). For any J E E(1I1, N) its fiber TjE(M, N) consists of the
linear maps from TJE(J1, N) into ffi. The metric B yields the injective
defined by
BU(J)(L) := B(J)(L, ..)

=

1M p(J)(L,

..)j.L(J)

(A8)
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VL E Cj(A1, N) and VJ E E(A1, N). V.jewill work on Im 8~ only (the topology is
such that 8~ is a diffeomorphism). Let II* : Im 8~ ---t E(A1, N) be the projection.
Then the canonical one-form on Im 8~ is given by

where WBl(L) E TBu(L)Im8~ for all L E TE(A1,N)
and all K E TtTCOO(M,N).
Let CL'(1\1, T2 N) := {K E C?O(A1, TN)I7iTN 0 K = L}, for a given map L E
COO(M,TN)). Thus for all K E CL'(lH,T2N)
for any L E Cj(M,TN)
equation
(A8) turns into

Due to the continuity equation (A 7) the symplectic form wEis

-

given by

.

.

(Ag)

where W := d9N and where 9N is the pull-back (by the metric on N) of the
canonical one-form on T* N . Thus the geodesie spray
8 :

T E(lvf, N)

---t

T2 E(lvf, N)

is determined by

wE(L)(8(L),

K) = d£(L)(K),

where

£(L)

:=

1

VL E COO(lvf, TN)

"28(L, L),

The energy e : T N

---t

and VJ E E(M, N).

IR is defined by

VVq E TqN and Vq E N .
Let e* be given by

(e*)(J)(L)(p)

:=

e(L(p))

for all L E Cj( M, T N) , all J E E( M, N)and

all p E M . Since

VL E C'J(M,TN)

and VJ E E(M,N),

(AIO)

we immediately deduce from (Ag) and (AIO) the following:
Lemma A2

The geodesie spray

8

0/

8 is

8* :

cooUd, T N)

---t

coo(1'v1, T2 N) ,

given by
8*(L)=80L,

VL E COO(A1, N),

and VJ E E(M, N)
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where s : TN ---+ T2 N i3 the geodesie spray of the metric (, ) on N . Hena a
geodesie curve a : (-,\,,\) ---+ E(1Vf, N) with ,\ E IR+ and the initial conditions
a(O) = J and &(0) - L on E(1'vl, N) is uniquely determined by the requirement
that ap: (-,\,,\)
---+ Ngiven
by

ap(t)

:=

a(t)(p),

\ltE(-'\,'\)

is a geodesie curve in N with the initial data ap(O) = p and &(0) = L(p) for any
fixed p E AI. Clearly if N = IRn and ( , ) = < , >, then a is a straight line
segment.
One now intro duces the covariant derivative of ß in the obvious fashion.
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